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2.  The object-oriented paradigm

Plan for this section:
  Look at things we have to be able to do with a 

programming language
  Look at Java and how it is done there�

Note: I will make a lot of use of the fact that you 
know this language already by presenting only 
fragments of programs, resp. concentrate only on 
parts of constructs!

  Abstract from the particular language to general 
concepts of the paradigm
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Object-oriented programming 
languages (I)

  Basic ideas:
 World consists of objects that can perform tasks 

that are asked for by other objects, this includes 
creation, modification, and termination of objects.

 Usually, objects have certain common structures 
and classes allow to bring similar objects together.

 Classes also have things in common, so that 
hierarchies of classes and inheritance are needed.

 Hierarchies require dynamic assignment of 
appropriate level in it to object and its methods.
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Object-oriented programming 
languages (II)

  Programs define classes, their connections and 
methods

  Objects are created when a program is started
  Examples: Smalltalk, (C++), Java
  Currently most widely used paradigm
  A lot of languages belonging to other paradigms 

have been enhanced to include object-oriented 
programming features
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2.1. Representing data
  Manipulating data is key in this paradigm
  In order to be manipulated, data has to be 

represented
  There can be many different types of data
  And data can be combined to form more complex 

data
  Terminology is a little bit unclear:�

data structure vs data type vs abstract data type
  But in general we describe sets of elements that have 

a certain structure or feature
  Often we associate with (abstract) data types 

additional axioms that all elements fulfill
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Java: primitive data types (I)

  Build-in data types for
  boolean : {true,false}�

Examples: true, false
  char : Unicode character (16 bits)�

Examples: a, d, &, %, 5, 0, ö
  byte : signed integer of 8 bits: [-128,127]�

Examples: -5, 4, 127
  short : signed integer of 16 bits: [-32768,32767]�

Examples: -5, 4, 127, 30000
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Java: primitive data types (II)

  int : integer: [-2147483648, 2147483647]�
Examples: -5, 4, 127, 30000, -10000000

  long : integer: [-9223372036854775808,�
                                                  9223372036854775807]�
Examples: -5, 4, 127, 30000, -100000000000000000

  float : floating point number 32 bits (IEEE 754)�
[±1.40239846E-45, ±3.40282347E+38]

  double : floating point number 64 bits (IEEE 754)�
[±4.94065645841246544E-324,�
                                      ±1.79769313486231570E+308]
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Primitive data types

  Object-oriented programming languages usually 
have the following primitive data types:
 All kinds of numbers
 A Boolean type
 Characters

  All elements of a primitive data type are known to 
the compiler and we will see later that the ways to 
manipulate them are also already predefined
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Java: building more complex data 
structures

  Java has two general ways of defining complex 
structures 
 Generating classes that define objects
 Defining arrays of objects

  By defining class hierarchies, one class can inherit 
parts from another class 
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Classes (I)

  A class is a collection of data and methods that 
operate on this data. 

  The elements of a class are called objects. We also 
refer to an object as an instance of a class

  In this section, we will only cover the definition part 
of classes

  Abstract classes and interfaces allow for defining 
parameterized data types
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Classes (II)

  Example:�
�
public class Circle { 

 public double x,y; 
 public double r; 

 
 public double circumference() { method body } 
 public double area() { method body } 
 } 

Defines data, using�
already defined data
structures

Class name

Methods associated
with class

Visibility
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Subclass, inheritance

  Defining a subclass:�
�
public class GraphicCircle extends Circle { 

 public Color outline, fill; 
 …   
 } 

  subclass ⊆ superclass�
every object of subclass is also object of superclass

  Every object of subclass has all the data types defined 
in superclass  inheritance  

Superclass
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Interface

  Interfaces are "empty shells" that define requirements 
on real classes that have to be met by real classes 
implementing an interface�
public interface Drawable { 

 public void setColor (Color c); 
 public void setPosition (double x, double y); 
 public void draw(DrawWindow dw); 
 } 

 public class Car implements Drawable { 
 …. 
 } 
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Abstract classes

  Abstract classes also are shells that need to be filled 
in order to produce a real data structure with 
elements, but this "filling" is achieved by defining 
subclasses of it�
public abstract class shape { 

 public abstract void draw(); 
 public setPosition (int x, int y) { 

         …} 
 }
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Interface vs. abstract class

  Both allow for defining parameterized data 
structures just by being used in the definition of other 
classes

  Both do not contain any elements as long as 
additional steps (implementation, subclass 
generation) are not performed

  Classes can extend only one abstract class but 
implement many interfaces

  Different restrictions with regard to methods�
(see later)
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Arrays

  Are dynamically generated without having to define 
them as data structures�
Button[] buttons = new Button[10]; 
int[] lookup_table = {1,2,4,8,18,32}; 
byte[][] TwoDimArray = new byte[256][16] 

  Since they are implicitely defined by defining a 
variable of the array type, an initial element can 
already be assigned to the new variable
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Complex data structures in object-
oriented programming
  Objects (resp. classes) as center point
  Class hierarchies partially mimic data structures that 

are build
  Representing objects in memory is outside of the 

influence of the programmer
  Close connection between data structures and 

methods that work on them
  Identifying type (class) of a data object is 

responsibility of run-time system�
 usually limitations on the class hierarchy to stay �

decidable 


